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Art Nationality When? 

Traditional Clay Pots Ancient Greek 1000 – 400 BC 

 

What was Greek Pottery? How did they make them? 
 The Ancient Greeks used pots to hold water, wine and 

olive oil.  

 The pots were made in all shapes and sizes 

 Attic clay was the best in Greece at the time – it had a 
lot of iron in it which gave it an orange-red colour 

 Craftsmen who made the pots were called ‘potters’. 
They worked in cities like Athens and Corinth 

 The pots had geometric  designs and pictures painted 
on – often of gods, wars, heroes or scenes from daily 
life 

 Because pottery lasts for a long time, Greek pottery 
has been used by historians to tell us a lot about the 
past 

 Pots were either made on a potter’s wheel or using 
the coil method 

 They were made in sections – base, body, neck and 
sometimes the handles 

 Sections were joined together using score and slip 
methods 

 Everything was smoothed out and kiln dried before 
painting 

 The paint was usually black  

 It was common to paint the images in black onto the 
red orange clay until about 700BC when they began 
to paint a black background and leave the figures 
orange 

 

Greek Pottery Examples 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Skill focus/ journey 
The Final Piece 

Outcomes Parameters 
 Practise using the coil technique to make a pot 

 Focus on making coil pots with a smooth surface 

 Use the slip and score technique for attaching clay 

coils to each other as well as handles etc. 

 Design own Greek clay pot – focus on choosing shape 

and imagery to put on it 

 Make pot, let dry and decorate 

Create own Greek 
clay pot, painted 
with own  design 

 Not a copy of any examples 

 Pot to be smooth and 
symmetrical 

 Design to include a geometric 
pattern and a figure 

 


